Chorus
ETERNITY WILL BE LONG ENOUGH
TO SIT AT HIS FEET AND TELL HIM ALL THE THINGS THAT I’D LIKE TO
ETERNITY WILL BE LONG ENOUGH
TO LIVE IN A LAND WHERE WE’LL NEVER GROW OLD
AND DREAMS ALL COME TRUE

Verse 1
IN TROUBLED TIMES HIS HAND SLIPS ‘ROUND MY SHOULDER
HOW MANY TIMES HAS HE BRUSHED AWAY MY TEARS
BUT TO THANK HIM FOR THE TIMES HE’S HEALED MY BROKEN HEART
WOULD TAKE AT LEAST A MILLION YEARS

Repeat Chorus

Verse 2
THIS FEEBLED MIND IS WEAK AND SOON FORGETS LORD
THE AWFUL PIT YOU REACHED AND PULLED ME FROM
BUT WHEN THIS MORTAL MAN PUTS ON IMMORTALITY
I’LL HAVE TIME TO THANK HIM FOR IT ALL

Repeat Chorus
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